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Abstract

Consider a database containing not only base relations but also stored derived relations
(also called materialized or concrete views). When a base relation is updated, it may also be
necessary to update some of the derived relations. This paper gives sucient and necessary
conditions for detecting when an update of a base relation cannot a ect a derived relation (an
irrelevant update), and for detecting when a derived relation can be correctly updated using no
data other than the derived relation itself and the given update operation (an autonomously
computable update). The class of derived relations considered is restricted to those de ned
by PSJ-expressions, that is, any relational algebra expression constructed from an arbitrary
number of project, select and join operations (but containing no self-joins). The class of update
operations consists of insertions, deletions, and modi cations, where the set of tuples to be
deleted or modi ed is speci ed by a selection condition on attributes of the relation being
updated.
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1 Introduction
In a relational database system, the database may contain derived relations in addition to base
relations. A derived relation is de ned by a relational expression (query) over the base relations. A
derived relation may be virtual, which corresponds to the traditional concept of a view, or materialized, meaning that the relation resulting from evaluating the expression over the current database
instance is actually stored. In the sequel all derived relations are assumed to be materialized.
As base relations are modi ed by update operations, the derived relations may also have to be
changed. A derived relation can always be brought up to date by re-evaluating the relational expression de ning it, provided that the necessary base relations are available. However, complete
re-evaluation of the expression is often wasteful, and the cost involved may be unacceptable.
Consider a database scheme D = (D; S ) consisting of a set of base relation schemes D =
fR1; R2; : : :; Rmg and a set of derived relation de nitions S = fE1; E2; : : :; Eng, where each Ei 2 S
is a relational algebra expression over some subset of D. Suppose that an update operation U is
posed against the database d on D specifying an update of base relation ru on Ru 2 D. To keep the
derived relations consistent with the base relations, those derived relations whose de nition involve
Ru may have to be updated as well. The general maintenance problem for derived relations consists
of: (1) determining which derived relations may be a ected by the update U , and (2) performing
the necessary updates to the a ected derived relations eciently.
As a rst step towards the solution of this problem, we consider the following two important
subproblems: Given an update operation U and a potentially a ected derived relation Ei ,

 determine the conditions under which the update U cannot have any e ect on the derived
relation Ei , regardless of the database instance. In this case, the update U is said to be irrelevant
to Ei .
 if the update U is not irrelevant to Ei, then determine the conditions under which Ei can be
correctly updated using only U and the current instance of Ei , for every instance of the database.
That is, no additional data from the base relations D is required. In this case, the e ect of U on
Ei is said to be autonomously computable.
In this paper we give necessary and sucient conditions for detecting irrelevant and autonomously
computable updates. The class of derived relations is restricted to those de ned by PSJ-expressions,
that is, any relational algebra expression constructed from an arbitrary number of project, select,
and join operations. However, multiple occurrences of the same relation in the expression are not
allowed (self-joins). The class of update operations consists of insertions, deletions, and modi cations where the set of tuples to be deleted or modi ed is speci ed by a selection condition on
the attributes of the relation being updated. We have implemented a simple prototype capable
of detecting irrelevant and autonomously computable updates (see [6]). Testing the conditions
eventually requires testing the satis ability of certain Boolean expressions, which, in general, is an
NP-complete problem. Even though we impose some restrictions on the atomic conditions from
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which the Boolean expressions are built, we cannot avoid the exponential growth characteristic
of NP-complete problems. However, the exponential growth depends on the number of attributes
and atomic conditions in the selection conditions of the update operation and the derived relation.
Experimental results indicate that, normally, this is not a severe problem.
The maintenance problem for derived relations is part of an ongoing project at the University of
Waterloo on the use of derived relations. The project is investigating a new approach to structuring
the database in a relational system at the internal level. In current systems there is, typically,
a one-to-one correspondence, in terms of data contents, between conceptual relations and stored
relations. (However, an implementation may map stored relations into physical les in various ways,
see [2].) This is a simple and straightforward solution, but its drawback is that the processing of a
query often requires data to be collected from several stored relations. Instead of directly storing
each conceptual relation, we propose structuring the stored database as a set of derived relations.
The choice of stored relations should be guided by the actual or anticipated query load so that
frequently occurring queries can be processed rapidly. To speed up query processing, some data
may be redundantly stored in several derived relations.
The structure of the stored database should be completely transparent at the user level. This
requires a system capable of automatically transforming any user update against a conceptual relation, into equivalent updates against all stored relations a ected. The same type of transformation
is necessary to process user queries. That is, any query posed against the conceptual relations must
be transformed into an equivalent query against the stored relations. The query transformation
problem has been addressed in papers by Larson and Yang [14, 20, 21].
Although our main motivation for studying the problem stems from the above project, its
solution also has applications in other areas of relational databases. Buneman and Clemons [8]
proposed using views (that is, virtual derived relations) for the support of alerters. An alerter
monitors the database and reports when a certain state (de ned by the view associated with the
alerter) has been reached. Hammer and Sarin [13] proposed a method for detecting violations of
integrity constraints. Certain types of integrity constraints can be seen as de ning a view. If we
can show that an update operation has no e ect on the view associated with an alerter or integrity
constraint, then the update cannot possibly trigger the alerter or result in a database instance
violating the integrity constraint. The use of derived relations for the support of real-time queries
was suggested by Gardarin et al. [12] and by Dayal et al. [10]. Stonebraker et al. [19] suggest that
the results of database procedures be stored for future use; updating the stored results is similar
to updating a derived relation. Our results have direct application in each these areas.
The detection of irrelevant or autonomously computable updates also has applications in distributed databases. Suppose that a derived relation is stored at some site and that an update
request, possible a ecting the derived relation, is submitted at the same site. If the update is
autonomously computable, then the derived relation can be correctly updated locally without requiring data from remote sites. If the request is submitted at a remote site, then we need to send
only the update request itself to the site of the derived relation. As well, the results presented here
provide a starting point for devising a general mechanism for database snapshot refresh [1, 7, 15].
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In the next section we outline the assumptions and notation used in this paper. In Section 3
we de ne when an update is irrelevant to a derived relation; and then give necessary and sucient
conditions for each type of update|insert, delete, modify. In a similar fashion, we deal with
autonomously computable updates in Section 4. We conclude the paper with a discussion in
Section 5. The satis ability algorithm we use is given as an Appendix.

2 Notation and Basic Assumptions
A database scheme D = (D; S ) consists of a set of (base) relation schemes D = fR1; R2; : : :; Rmg,
and a set of derived relation de nitions S = fE1; E2; : : :; Eng, where each Ei 2 S is a relational
algebra expression over some subset of D. A database instance d, consists of a set of relation
instances r1; r2; : : :; rm, one for each Ri 2 D. We impose no constraints (e.g., keys or functional
dependencies) on the relation instances allowed. A derived relation v (Ei; d) is a relation instance
resulting from the evaluation of a relational algebra expression Ei against the database d. We
consider a restricted but important class of derived relations, namely those de ned by a relational
algebra expression constructed from any combination of project, select and join operations, called a
PSJ-expression. In addition, we impose the restriction that no relation occurs as an operand more
than once in the expression. In other words, a relation cannot be joined with itself (a self-join).
We often identify a derived relation with its de ning expression even though, strictly speaking, the
derived relation is the result of evaluating that expression.
We state the following without proof: every valid PSJ-expression without self-joins can be
transformed into an equivalent expression in a standard form consisting of a Cartesian product,
followed by a selection, followed by a projection. It is easy to see this by considering the operator tree
corresponding to a PSJ-expression. The standard form is obtained by rst pushing all projections
to the root of the tree and thereafter all selection and join conditions. From this it follows that any
PSJ-expression can be written in the form E = A  (Ri1  Ri2    Rik ), where Ri1 ; Ri2 ; : : :; Rik
are relation schemes, C is a selection condition, and A = fA1; A2; : : :; Alg are the attributes of
the projection. We can therefore represent any PSJ-expression by a triple E = (A; R; C ), where
A = fA1; A2; : : :; Alg is called the attribute set, R = fRi1 ; Ri2 ; : : :; Rik g is the relation set or base,
and C is a selection condition composed from the conditions of all the select and join operations of
the relational algebra expression de ning E . The attributes in A will often be referred to as the
visible attributes of the derived relation. A selection condition is a Boolean combination of atomic
(selection) conditions. We also use the notation:
C

(C ) the set of all attributes appearing in condition C
(R) the set of all attributes of relation R

(R) the set of all attributes mentioned in the set of relation schemes R (i.e., SRi R (Ri ))
t[X ] the projection of the tuple t onto the attributes in set X .
2
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For simplicity, all attribute names are taken to be unique (over the set of base relations).
Current systems are capable of handling only discrete and nite domains. Any such domain can be
mapped onto an interval of integers, and therefore we will in the sequel treat all attributes as being
de ned over some interval of integers. It will often be necessary to identify exactly from which set
of attributes a tuple may take its value. Let A = fA1 ; : : :; Ak g be a set of attributes. We will use
the phrase, tuple t is de ned over set A, to describe a situation where t is a tuple de ned over the
attributes A1 ; : : :; Ak ; or more simply t is over A, if no confusion will arise.
The update operations considered are insertions, deletions, and modi cations. Each update
operation a ects only one (conceptual) relation. The following notation will be used for update
operations:
INSERT(Ru ; T ): Insert into relation ru the set of tuples T , where each t 2 T is de ned over (Ru ).
DELETE(Ru; CD ): Delete from relation ru all tuples satisfying condition CD , where CD is a selection condition over (Ru ).
MODIFY(Ru ; CM ; FM ): Modify all tuples in ru that satisfy the condition CM , where CM is a
selection condition over (Ru ). FM is a set of expressions, each expression specifying how an
attribute of ru is to be modi ed.
Note that we make the assumption that all the attributes involved in the update expressions
are from relation Ru . That is, both the attributes modi ed and the attributes from which the new
values are computed, are from relation Ru . The set of expressions FM of a MODIFY operation is
assumed to contain an update expression for each attribute in Ru . An update expression is of the
form Ai := gi (Ai1 ; Ai2 ; : : :; Aik ) where Ai1 ; Ai2 ; : : :; Aik are attributes in Ru and gi is a function over
Ai1 ; Ai2 ; : : :; Aik . This function, gi , is called the update function of attribute Ai . Again, the theory
developed makes no other assumptions about update functions than that they are (computable)
functions on the attributes in Ru . However, in practice, additional restrictions must be placed on
them in order to be able to actually test the conditions.
Note that in [5] we considered a more general class of update operations where the selection
condition of DELETE and MODIFY operations may involve attributes in relations other than
Ru . (Autonomously computable modi cations were not considered in detail in [5].) Further work
revealed that the results presented in [5] do not always hold for this more general class. However,
the results are valid if the selection condition involves only attributes from Ru . This is the class of
update operations considered in this paper.
Conditions are Boolean expressions built from atomic conditions and logical connectives. An
atomic condition is a function from the Cartesian product of the domains of a set of attributes
(variables) to the set ftrue, falseg. However, to be able to actually test the conditions stated in the
theorems, further restrictions must be imposed on the atomic conditions allowed; this is discussed
further below. The logical connectives will be denoted by \_" for OR, juxtaposition or \^" for
AND, \:" for NOT, \)" for implication, and \," for equivalence. To indicate that all variables
of a condition C are universally quanti ed we write 8C , and similarly for existential quanti cation
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9C . If we need to explicitly identify which variables are quanti ed, we write 8 X (C ) or 9 X (C )
where X is a set of variables.

An evaluation of a condition is obtained by replacing all the variable names (attribute names)
by values from the appropriate domains. The result is either true or false. A partial evaluation
(or substitution) of a condition is obtained by replacing some of its variables by values from the
appropriate domains. Let C be a condition and t a tuple over some set of attributes. The partial
evaluation of C with respect to t is denoted by C [t]. The result is a new condition with fewer
variables.
Detecting whether an update operation is irrelevant or autonomously computable involves testing whether certain Boolean expressions are valid, or equivalently, whether related Boolean expressions are unsatis able. A Boolean expression is valid if it always evaluates to true, unsatis able if it
never evaluates to true, and satis able if it evaluates to true for some values of its variables. Proving
the validity of a Boolean expression is equivalent to disproving the satis ability of its complement.
Proving the satis ability of Boolean expressions is, in general, NP-complete. The theory presented in this paper requires the ability to test the satis ability of Boolean expressions. Therefore,
we assume that an algorithm for testing satis ability, for the class of Boolean expressions of interest,
is available. We also assume the algorithm returns a set of values and if the given expression is satis able then the values satisfy the expression. Since we have imposed the restriction that attributes
have nite domains and we assume that any functions used are computable we are guaranteed the
existence of a satis ability testing algorithm|though it may not be ecient.
For a restricted class of Boolean expressions, polynomial algorithms exist. Rosenkrantz and
Hunt [18] developed such an algorithm for conjunctive Boolean expressions. Each expression B
must be of the form: B = B1 ^ B2 ^    ^ Bm where each Bi is an atomic condition. An atomic
condition must be of the form (x  y + c) or (x  c), where  2 f=; <; ; >; g, x and y are
variables representing attributes, and c is a (positive or negative) constant. Variables and constants
are assumed to range over the integers. The algorithm runs in O(n3 ) time where n is the number
of distinct variables in B .
In this paper, we are interested in the case when each variable ranges over a nite interval of
integers. We have developed a modi ed version of the algorithm by Rosenkrantz and Hunt for this
case. Details of the modi ed algorithm are given in the Appendix; however, we wish to stress that
this algorithm is applicable only when the atomic conditions are of the form (x  y + c) or (x  c).
An expression not in conjunctive form can be handled by rst converting it into disjunctive
normal form and then testing each disjunct separately. In the worst case, this may cause the
number of atomic conditions to grow exponentially. Several of the theorems in Sections 3 and
4 will require testing the validity of expressions of the form C1 ) C2 . The implication can be
eliminated by converting to the form (: C1) _ C2 . Similarly, expressions of the form C1 , C2 can be
converted to C1 C2 _ (: C1)(: C2). Atomic conditions of the form (x 6= y + c) must be converted to
(x < y + c) _ (x > y + c) to satisfy the input requirements of the Rosenkrantz and Hunt algorithm;
similarly, for (x 6= c).
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3 Irrelevant Updates
In certain cases, an update operation applied to a relation has no e ect on the state of a derived
relation. When this occurs independently of the database state, we call the update operation
irrelevant to the derived relation. This section presents necessary and sucient conditions for the
detection of irrelevant updates. The conditions are given for insert, delete, and modify operations
as introduced in the previous section. First we de ne what it means for an update to be irrelevant.
De nition 3.1 Let d be an instance on the set of relation schemes D, and let d be the resulting
instance after applying the update operation U to d. Let E = (A; R; C ) be a derived relation
de nition. The update operation U is irrelevant to E if v (E; d ) = v (E; d) for all instances d. 2
If the update U does not modify any relations over which the derived relation is de ned then U
cannot have any e ect on the derived relation. In this case U is said to be trivially irrelevant to
the derived relation.
The fact that an update is not irrelevant does not imply that the update will, in fact, a ect the
current instance of the derived relation. However, determining whether it does, requires accessing
the data in the database.
0

0

3.1 Irrelevant insertions
An insert operation into a base relation is irrelevant to a derived relation if it causes no tuple to
be inserted into the derived relation.
Theorem 3.1 The operation INSERT(Ru ; T ) is irrelevant to the derived relation de ned by E =
(A; R; C ), Ru 2 R, if and only if C [t] is unsatis able for every tuple t 2 T .
Proof: (Suciency) Consider an arbitrary tuple t 2 T . If C [t] is unsatis able, then C [t] will evaluate
to false regardless of the assignment of values to the variables remaining in C [t]. Therefore, there
cannot exist any tuple de ned over the Cartesian product of the relations in R ? fRu g that would
combine with t to satisfy C and hence cause an insertion into v (E; d).
(Necessity) Consider a tuple t 2 T , and assume that C [t] is satis able. C [t] being satis able
means that there exists a tuple s de ned over (R) such that s[ (Ru )] = t, s[A] = A for every
attribute A 62 (Ru ) [ (C ), where A is the lowest value in the domain of A, and the rest of the
values s[A], A 2 (C ) ? (Ru ) are assigned in such a way that C [s] = true . The fact that C [t]
is satis able guarantees the existence of such values for attributes in (C ) ? (Ru). We can then
construct a database instance d using s, such that the insertion of t into ru will cause a new tuple
to be inserted into the derived relation v (E; d).
To construct d, we build a relation instance ri for each relation scheme Ri 2 R ? fRu g. Each
relation ri contains a single tuple ti , where ti = s[ (Ri)]. The database instance d consists of the
relation ru = ; and relations ri = fti g for each Ri 2 R ? fRu g. Clearly, v (E; d) = ;. However, if
we obtain d from d by inserting tuple t into ru , then v (E; d ) will contain one tuple. Therefore,
the INSERT operation is not irrelevant to the derived relation.
2
0

0
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3.2 Irrelevant deletions
A delete operation on a base relation is irrelevant to a derived relation if none of the tuples in the
derived relation will be deleted as a result of the operation.

Theorem 3.2 The operation DELETE(Ru; CD) is irrelevant to the derived relation de ned by E =
(A; R; C ), Ru 2 R, if and only if the condition CD ^ C is unsatis able.
Proof: (Suciency) If CD ^ C is unsatis able, then no tuple t de ned over (R) can have values

such that CD [t] and C [t] are simultaneously true. Assume that t contains values such that CD [t] is
true, meaning that the delete operation causes the deletion of the tuple t[ (Ru )] from ru . Since
t cannot at the same time satisfy C , then t could not have contributed to a tuple in the derived
relation. Thus the deletion of t[ (Ru )] from ru will not cause any data to be deleted from the
derived relation de ned by E . Therefore, the delete operation is irrelevant.
(Necessity) Assume that CD ^ C is satis able. Thus, there exists a tuple s over (R) such that
CD [s] ^ C [s] is true. As in the proof of the previous theorem we can construct a database instance,
d, for relations in R such that deleting one tuple from ru will indeed change the derived relation.
Of course, in this case ru initially contains the single tuple s[ (Ru )]. Hence, v (E; d) will contain
one tuple. Applying the delete operation to d then gives an instance d where the tuple in relation
ru has been deleted. Clearly, v(E; d ) = ;. This proves that the deletion is not irrelevant.
2
0

0

Example 3.1 Consider two relation schemes R1(H; I; J ) and R2(K; L), and the following derived
relation and delete operation:
E = (fH; Lg; fR1; R2g; (I > J )(J = K )(K > 10))
DELETE (R1; (I < 5)):
To show that the deletion is irrelevant to the derived relation we must prove that the following
condition holds:

6 9 H; I; J; K; L [(I > J )(J = K )(K > 10) ^ (I < 5)]:
Clearly, the condition holds because the condition (I > J )(J = K )(K > 10) implies that (I > 11),
which contradicts (I < 5). Hence, the delete operation is irrelevant to the derived relation.
2

3.3 Irrelevant modi cations
The detection of irrelevant modi cations is somewhat more complicated than insertions or deletions.
Consider a tuple that is to be modi ed. It will not a ect the derived relation if one of the following
conditions applies:

 it does not qualify for the derived relation, neither before nor after the modi cation;
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 it does qualify for the derived relation both before and after the modi cation, but all the

attributes visible in the derived relation remain unchanged.
Theorem 3.3 introduced in this section covers the two cases mentioned above, but before we state
the theorem, we need some additional notation.
Consider a modify operation MODIFY(Ru ; CM ; FM ) and a derived relation de ned by E =
(A; R; C ). Let (Ru ) = fA1; A2; : : :; Alg. As mentioned in Section 2, we will associate an update
expression with every attribute in Ru , that is, FM = ffA1 ; fA2 ; : : :; fAl g. Each update expression
is of the form fAi  (Ai := gi(Ai1 ; Ai2 ; : : :; Aik )). If an attribute Ai is not to be modi ed, we
associate with it a trivial update expression of the form fAi  (Ai := Ai ). If the attribute is assigned
a xed value c, then the corresponding update expression is fAi  (Ai := c). The notation (fAi )
will be used to denote the right hand side of the update expression fAi , that is, the function after
the assignment operator. The notation ((fAi )) denotes the variables mentioned in (fAi ). For
example, if fAi  (Ai := Aj + c) then (fAi ) = Aj + c and ((fAi )) = fAj g.
By substituting every occurrence of an attribute Ai in C by (fAi ) a new condition is obtained.
We will use the notation C (FM ) to denote the condition obtained by performing this substitution
for every variable Ai 2 (Ru ) \ (C ).
An update expression (fAi ) may produce a value outside the domain of Ai . We make the
assumption that such a modi cation will not be performed, that is, the entire tuple will remain
unchanged. Each attribute Ai of Ru must satisfy a condition of the form (Ai  UAi )(Ai  LAi )
where LAi and UAi are the lower and upper bound, respectively, of its domain. Consequently, the
updated value of Ai must satisfy the condition ((fAi )  UAi )((fAi )  LAi ) and this must hold
for every Ai 2 (Ru ). The conjunction of all these conditions will be denoted by CB (FM ), that is,
^
CB (FM ) 
((fAi )  UAi )((fAi )  LAi ):
Ai

2

Ru )

(

Therefore, to be chosen for modi cation a tuple must satisfy both CM and CB (FM ). Thus, the
selection condition for a modi cation is e ectively CM ^ CB (FM ).
Example 3.2 Consider a relation schema R(H; I; J ) and the following modify operation:
MODIFY(R; (H > 5) ^ (I  J ); fH := H + 20; I := 15; J := J g):
For this modify operation we have:
fH  (H := H + 20) (fH )  H + 20 ((fH )) = fH g
fI  (I := 15)
(fI )  15
((fI )) = ;
fJ  (J := J )
(fJ )  J
((fJ )) = fJ g

CM  (H > 5) ^ (I  J ):
If the selection condition C of a derived relation is C  (H > 30) ^ (I = J ), then
C (FM )  (H + 20 > 30) ^ (15 = J ):
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Assuming that the domains of the variables H , I , and J are given by the ranges [0; 50], [10; 100],
and [10; 100], respectively, we obtain:

CB (FM )  (H + 20  0) ^ (H + 20  50) ^ (15  10) ^ (15  100) ^ (J  10) ^ (J  100):
2
We make no assumptions about the types of update functions allowed. Hence, the conditions
C (FM ) and CB (FM ) may not be in the class of Boolean expressions of interest to us. Therefore,
the satis ability algorithm we wish to use may not be able to handle these conditions.

Theorem 3.3 The operation MODIFY(Ru; CM ; FM ) is irrelevant to the derived relation de ned
by E = (A; R; C ); Ru 2 R, if and only if
^
8 [CM ^ CB (FM ) ) (:C ^ :C (FM )) _ (C ^ C (FM ) ^ (
(Ai = (fAi ))))]:
(1)
Ai A
2

Ru)

(

\

Proof: (Suciency) Consider a tuple t over (R) such that t satis es CM and CB (FM ). Denoted

the corresponding modi ed tuple by t . Because condition (1) holds for every tuple, it must also
hold for t. Hence, either the rst or the second disjunct of the consequent must evaluate to true.
(They cannot both be true simultaneously.)
If the rst disjunct is true, both C [t] and C [t ] must be false. (Note that, C [t ]  C (FM )[t].) This
means that neither the original tuple t, nor the modi ed tuple t , will contribute to the derived
relation. Hence changing t to t will not a ect the derived relation.
If the second disjunct is true, both C [t] and C [t ] must be true. In other words, the tuple t
contributed to the derived relation and after being modi ed to t , it still remains in the derived
relation. The last conjunct must also be satis ed, which ensures that all attributes of Ru visible
in the derived relation have the same values in t and t . Hence the derived relation will not be
a ected.
(Necessity) Assume that condition (1) does not hold. That means that there exists at least
one assignment of values to the attributes, i.e., a tuple t, such that the antecedent is true but
the consequent is false. Denote the corresponding modi ed tuple by t . Since the consequent of
condition (1) is false, C [t] and C [t ] cannot both be false; thus there are three cases to consider.
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Case 1: C [t] = false and C [t ] = true . In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can then
construct a database instance d from t, where each relation in R contains a single tuple and
such that the resulting derived relation is empty. For this database instance, the modi cation
operation will produce a new instance d where the only change is to the tuple in relation
ru. The Cartesian product of the relations in R then contains exactly one tuple, which
agrees with t on all attributes except on the attributes changed by the update. Hence, the
derived relation v (E; d ) will contain one tuple since C [t ] = true . This proves that the modify
operation is not irrelevant to the derived relation.
0

0

0

0
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Case 2: C [t] = true and C [t ] = false . Can be proven in the same way as Case 1, with the di erence
that the derived relation contains originally one tuple and the modi cation results in a deletion
of that tuple from the derived relation.
Case 3: C [t] = true , C [t ] = true but VAi A (Ru) (Ai = (fAi )) is false, that is, t[Ai ] 6= t [Ai ] for
some Ai 2 A \ (Ru). We can construct an instance where each relation in R contains only a
single tuple, and where the derived relation also contains a single tuple, both before and after
the modi cation. However, in this case the value of attribute Ai will change as a result of
performing the MODIFY operation. Since Ai 2 A, this change will be visible in the derived
relation. This proves that the update is not irrelevant to the derived relation.
2
0

0

0

2

\

Example 3.3 Suppose the database consists of the two relations R (H; I ) and R (J; K ) where
1

2

H; I; J and K all have the domain [0, 30]. Let the derived relation and modify operation be de ned
as:
E = (fI; J g; fR1; R2g; (H > 10)(I = K ))
MODIFY (R1; (H > 20); f(H := H + 5); (I := I )g):
Thus the condition given in Theorem 3.3 becomes
8 H; I; J; K [(H > 20) ^ (H + 5  0)(H + 5  30)(I  0)(I  30)
) (:((H > 10)(I = K ))) ^ (:((H + 5 > 10)(I = K )))
_ (H > 10)(I = K )(H + 5 > 10)(I = K )(I = I )]
which can be simpli ed to
8 H; I; K [(H > 20)(H  25)(I  0)(I  30)
) (:((H > 10)(I = K ))) ^ (:((H > 5)(I = K )))
_ (H > 10)(I = K )]:
If I = K , then the second term of the consequent will be satis ed whenever the antecedent is
satis ed. If I 6= K , the rst term of the consequent is always satis ed. Hence, the implication is
valid and we conclude that the update is irrelevant to the derived relation.
2
The idea of detecting irrelevant updates is not new. In the work by Buneman and Clemons [8],
on the support of triggers and alerters, they are called readily ignorable updates and in the work
by Bernstein and Blaustein [3], on the support of integrity constraints, they are called trivial tests.
Maier and Ullman [17] study updates to relation fragments. In their work a fragment may be a
physical or virtual relation over a single relation scheme, de ned by selection and union operators
on physical or other virtual relations. A fragment f1 is related to fragment f2 through a transfer
predicate 12; a Boolean expression de ning which tuples from f1 also belong to f2 . When a set of
tuples is (say) inserted into f1 only those tuples which satisfy 12 will be transferred to f2 . Tuples
not satisfying 12 are irrelevant to f2 .
Our work improves upon previous work in several respects: (1) the update operations we
support are more general than the ones supported in any of the above related papers, (2) we provide
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necessary and sucient conditions for the detection of irrelevant updates, and (3) we provide an
algorithm, for actually testing these conditions, which handles a large and commonly occurring
class of atomic conditions.

4 Autonomously Computable Updates
Throughout this section we assume that for a given update operation and derived relation the
update is not irrelevant to the derived relation. We formalize this with the following statement:

Property 1 Given an update operation U and the derived relation de ned by E = (A; R; C ) then

U is not irrelevant with respect to E .

If an update operation is not irrelevant to a derived relation, then some data from the base
relations may be needed to update the derived relation. An important case to consider is one in
which all the data needed is contained in the derived relation itself. In other words, the new state of
the derived relation can be computed solely from the derived relation de nition, the current state of
the derived relation, and the information contained in the update operation. We call updates of this
type autonomously computable updates. Within this case, two subcases can be further distinguished
depending on whether the decision is unconditional (scheme-based) or conditional (instance-based).
When the decision is unconditional, the new state of the derived relation can be computed using
the de nition and the current instance of the derived relation, and the information contained in the
update operation, for every database instance. When the decision is conditional, the new state of
the derived relation can be computed using the de nition and the current instance of the derived
relation, and the information contained in the update operation, for the current database instance
but not necessarily for other instances. In this paper we concentrate only on the study of unconditionally autonomously computable updates, hence, we will often omit the word \unconditionally".
For results on conditionally autonomously computable updates the reader is referred to [4].

De nition 4.1 Consider a derived relation de nition E and an update operation U , both de-

ned over the database scheme D. Let d denote an instance of D before applying U and d the
corresponding instance after applying U .
The e ect of the operation U on E is said to be unconditionally autonomously computable if
there exists a function F ;E such that v (E; d ) = F ;E (v (E; d)) for every database instance d. 2
0

0

U

U

The important aspect of this de nition is the requirement that F ;E be a function of the instance
v(E; d). In other words, if d1 and d2 are database instances where v(E; d1) = v(E; d2) then it must
follow that F ;E (v (E; d1)) = F ;E (v (E; d2)). The following simple but important lemma will be
used in several proofs in this section.
U

U

U

Lemma 4.1 Consider a derived relation de nition E and an update operation U , both de ned

over the database scheme D. Let d1 and d2 be database instances and d1 and d2, respectively, be
0

0
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the corresponding instances after applying U . If v (E; d1) = v (E; d2) and v (E; d1) 6= v (E; d2) then
U is not autonomously computable on E .
0

0

Proof: Assume that there exists a function F ;E , as in De nition 4.1, such that v(E; d ) =
0

U

F ;E (v(E; d)) for every database instance d. Now consider the instances d1 and d2. It follows that
F ;E (v(E; d1)) = v(E; d1) and F ;E (v(E; d2)) = v(E; d2). Since F ;E is a function and v(E; d1) =
v(E; d2), it follows (from the de nition of a function) that F ;E (v(E; d1)) = F ;E (v(E; d2)), that
is, v (E; d1) = v (E; d2). This contradicts the conditions given and proves the lemma.
2
U

0

U

0

U

U

U

0

U

0

4.1 Basic concepts
The concepts covered by the following de nitions are required in the rest of this section. They were
originally introduced by Larson and Yang [14].

De nition 4.2 Let C and C be Boolean expressions over the variables x ; x ; : : :; xn. The vari0

1

1

2

ables x1; x2; : : :; xk , k  n, are said to be computationally nonessential in C0 with respect to C1
if

8 x ; : : :; xk ; xk ; : : :; xn; x ; : : :; xk
[C (x ; : : :; xk ; xk ; : : :; xn) ^ C (x ; : : :; xk ; xk ; : : :; xn )
) (C (x ; : : :; xk ; xk ; : : :; xn) , C (x ; : : :; xk; xk ; : : :; xn))]:
Otherwise, x ; x ; : : :; xk are computationally essential in C with respect to C .
1

0

+1

1

1

+1

0

1

0

1

1

1

+1

0

0

1

0

2

0

1

+1
0

+1

0

1

2

The idea behind this de nition is that if a set of variables x1; x2; : : :; xk are computationally
nonessential in C0 with respect to C1, then given any tuple de ned over the variables x1 ; x2; : : :; xn
satisfying the condition C1, where the variables x1 ; x2; : : :; xk have been projected out, we can still
correctly evaluate whether the tuple satis es the condition C0 without knowing the exact values
for the missing variables x1 ; x2; : : :; xk . This is done by assigning surrogate values to the variables
x1; x2; : : :; xk as explained by Larson and Yang [14].

Example 4.1 Let C  (H > 5) and C  (H > 0)(I = 5)(J > 10). It is easy to see that if we are
1

0

given a tuple hi; j i for which it is known that the full tuple hh; i; j i satis es C1, then we can correctly
evaluate C0 . If hh; i; j i satis es C1 then the value h must be greater than 5, and consequently it
also satis es (H > 0). Hence, we can correctly evaluate C0 for the tuple hi; j i by assigning to H
any (surrogate) value greater than 5.
2
Here is a brief description of the procedure for determining surrogate values. Consider a derived
relation de ned by E = (A; R; C1), and suppose that we want to nd which tuples in v (E; d) satisfy
some condition C0 . For example, C0 may be the selection condition of a DELETE operation. Since
every tuple in the derived relation satis es C1 we are interested in the case where all variables in
the set S = ( (C0) [ (C1 )) ? A are computationally nonessential in C0 with respect to C1 . Let
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S = fx ; x ; : : :; xk g and (C ) [ (C ) = fx ; x ; : : :; xng; n  k. For each t 2 v(E; d) surrogate
1

2

0

1

1

2

values for x1; x2; : : :; xk can be computed by invoking an appropriate satis ability testing algorithm
with input C1[t]. For each tuple t the algorithm returns a set of values x01; x02; : : :; x0n where x0i = t[xi ],
for k + 1  i  n. The values x01; x02; : : :; x0k are the required surrogate values needed to evaluate
C0 on tuple t. We are guaranteed that surrogate values for the variables x1; : : :; xk exist, since
t 2 v(E; d) implies that C1 [t] is satis able.

De nition 4.3 Let C be a Boolean expression over variables x ; x ; : : :; xn; y ; y ; : : :; ym. The
1

2

1

variable yi , 1  i  m, is said to be uniquely determined by x1 ; x2; : : :; xn and C if
8 x1; : : :; xn; y1; : : :; ym; y1; : : :; ym
[C (x1; : : :; xn; y1; : : :; ym ) ^ C (x1; : : :; xn ; y1; : : :; ym ) ) (yi = yi )]:
0

2

0

0

0

0

2

If a variable yi (or a subset of the variables y1 ; y2; : : :; ym ) is uniquely determined by a condition
C and the variables x1; : : :; xn, then given any tuple t = (x1; : : :; xn), such that the full tuple
(x1 ; : : :; xn; y1 ; : : :; ym ) is known to satisfy C , the missing value of the variable yi can be correctly
reconstructed. A procedure for computing uniquely determined values can be found in [14] and
in more detail in [20]. It is similar to the way surrogate values are derived for computationally
nonessential variables. If the variable yi is not uniquely determined, then we cannot guarantee that
its value is reconstructible for every tuple. However, it may still be reconstructible for some tuples.

Example 4.2 Let C  (I = H )(H > 7)(K = 5). It is easy to prove that I and K are uniquely

determined by H and the condition C . Suppose that we are given a tuple that satis es C but only
the value of H is known. Assume that H = 10. Then we can immediately determine that the
values of I and K must be 10 and 5, respectively.
2

De nition 4.4 Let E = (A; R; C ) be a derived relation and let AE be the set of all attributes in
(R) that are uniquely determined by the attributes in A and the condition C . Then A = A [ AE
+

is called the extended attribute set of E .

2

Larson and Yang [14] proved that A+ is the maximal set of attributes for which values can be
reconstructed for every tuple of E . A+ can easily be computed by testing, one by one, which of
the attributes in (C ) ? A are uniquely determined by C and the attributes in A. An attribute not
mentioned in C cannot be uniquely determined and, thus, cannot be in AE .

4.2 Insertions

It should be stressed that if the update U on a derived relation de ned by E is autonomously
computable, then the update can be performed for every derived relation instance v (E; d). This
characterization is important primarily because of the potential cost savings realized by updating
the derived relation using only the information in its current instance.
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Consider an operation INSERT (Ru ; T ) where T is a set of tuples to be inserted into ru . Let
a derived relation be de ned by E = (A; R; C ); Ru 2 R. The e ect of the INSERT operation1 on
the derived relation is autonomously computable if
A. for each tuple t 2 T we can correctly decide whether t will (regardless of the database instance)
satisfy the selection condition C and hence should be inserted into the derived relation, and
B. the values for all attributes visible in the derived relation can be obtained from t only.

Theorem 4.1 Consider a derived relation de ned by E = (A; R; C ), R = fR ; : : :; Rmg, and the
1

update INSERT(Ru ; ftg) where E and the update operation satisfy Property 1. The e ect of the
insert operation on the derived relation E is autonomously computable if and only if R = fRu g.

Proof: (Suciency) If R = fRug, then all attributes required to compute the selection condition
C as well as all the visible attributes A are contained in the new tuple t. Hence, the function

F ;E required by De nition 4.1 trivially exists and we conclude that the e ect of the insertion is
autonomously computable.
(Necessity) If R includes other base relation schemes in addition to Ru , then the insertion of
tuple t into ru may a ect the derived relation de ned by E . Whether it does depends on the
existence of tuples in relations whose schemes are in R ? fRu g. We can easily construct database
instances where it is necessary to access the database to verify the existence of such tuples, even
for the case when (C )  (Ru ) and A  (Ru ). A database instance d1 = fr1; r2; : : :; rmg is
constructed as follows. Each relation ri , 1  i  m, i 62 fu; j g, contains a single tuple ti , and
relations ru and rj are empty. Similarly, construct another instance d2 in the same manner with
the one exception that rj now contains a single tuple tj . Clearly v (E; d1) = v (E; d2) = ;. Now
suppose that tuple t is inserted into ru and furthermore, assume that C [t] = true . The existence of
such a tuple is guaranteed by the fact that the INSERT is not irrelevant. Even though t satis es
the selection condition of the derived relation and contains all visible attributes, it will not create
an insertion into the derived relation in instance d1 (because relation rj is empty) whereas it will
create an insertion in d2 . Therefore, by Lemma 4.1, the update is not autonomously computable.
2
U

4.3 Deletions
To handle deletions autonomously, we must be able to determine, for every tuple in the derived
relation, whether it satis es the delete condition. This is covered by the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2 The e ect of the operation DELETE(Ru; CD) on the derived relation E = (A; R; C ),
where E and the update operation satisfy Property 1, is autonomously computable if and only if the
attributes in
[ (CD ) [ (C )] ? A+

1

Recall that if Ru 62 R, then the update cannot have any e ect on the derived relation.
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are computationally nonessential in CD with respect to C .

Proof: (Suciency) If the attributes in [ (CD ) [ (C )] ? A are computationally nonessential in
+

CD with respect to C , then we can correctly evaluate the condition CD on every tuple in the derived
relation v (E; d) by assigning surrogate values to the attributes in (CD ) ? A . Hence, the function
F ;E required by De nition 4.1 exists.
(Necessity) Assume that [ (CD ) [ (C )] ? A contains an attribute x, and assume that x is
computationally essential in CD with respect to C . We can construct two tuples t and t over (R)
such that they both satisfy C , t satis es CD but t does not, and t and t agree on all attributes
except attribute x. The existence of two such tuples follows from the fact that the update is not
+

U

+

1

1

2

1

2

2

irrelevant and from the de nition of computationally nonessential attributes. By projection, we
can create two instances of D, d1 and d2 , from t1 and t2 respectively. In both instances, each
relation contains a single tuple. Both instances will give the same instance of the derived relation,
consisting of a single tuple t1 [A] = t2 [A]. In one instance, the tuple should be deleted from the
derived relation, in the other one it should not, resulting in two di erent (updated) instances.
Hence, by Lemma 4.1, the DELETE is not autonomously computable.
2

Example 4.3 Consider two relation schemes R (H; I ) and R (J; K ). Let the derived relation and
1

2

the delete operation be de ned as:
E = (fJ; K g; fR1; R2g; (I = J )(H < 20))
DELETE(R1; (I = 20)(H < 30))
For every tuple t in E we have A+ = fI; J; K g hence the attributes in ( (CD ) [ (C )) ? A+ =
fH; I; J g?fI; J; Kg = fH g. In order for the e ect of the deletion to be autonomously computable
H must be computationally nonessential in CD with respect to C . That is, the following condition
must hold:
8 H; I; J; K; H [(I = J )(H < 20) ^ (I = J )(H < 20)
) ((I = 20)(H < 30) , (I = 20)(H < 30))]:
The conditions (H < 30) and (H < 30) will both be true whenever (H < 20) and (H < 20)
are true. For any choice of values that make the antecedent true, we must have J = I . Any
value taken on by the variable I will make the condition I = 20 either true or false, and hence
the consequent will always be satis ed. Therefore, the variable H is computationally nonessential
in CD with respect to C . This guarantees that for any tuple in the derived relation we can always
correctly evaluate the delete condition by assigning surrogate values to the variable H . Note that,
since I 2 (CD ) we must reconstruct each tuple's value for I . This is possible because I is uniquely
determined by C and A.
To further clarify these concepts, consider the following instance of the derived relation E .
v(E; d) : J K
10 15
20 25
0

0

0

0

0
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We now have to determine on a tuple by tuple basis which tuples in the derived relation should be
deleted. Consider tuple t1 = h10; 15i and the condition C  (I = J )(H < 20). We substitute for
the variables J and K in C the values 10 and 15, respectively, to obtain C [t1 ]  (I = 10)(H < 20).
Any values for H and I that make C [t1] =true, are valid (surrogate) values. For I the only value
that can be assigned is 10 and for H we can assign, for example, the value 19. We can then evaluate
CD using these values, and nd that (10 = 20)(19 < 30) = false. Therefore, tuple t1 should not be
deleted from v (E; d). Similarly, for t2 = h20; 25i we obtain C [t2 ]  (I = 20)(H < 20). Values for H
and I that make C [t2 ] = true are I = 20 and H = 19. We then evaluate CD using these values and
nd that (20 = 20)(19 < 30) = true . Therefore, tuple t2 should be deleted from v (E; d).
2

4.4 Modi cations
Deciding whether modi cations can be performed autonomously is more complicated than deciding
whether insertions or deletions can. In general, a modify operation may generate insertions into,
deletions from, and modi cations of existing tuples in the derived relation. In the next three
sections we will state necessary and sucient conditions for determining when a MODIFY update
is autonomously computable. In Section 4.4.1 we characterize what may happen to tuples which
are not in the current instance of a given derived relation; in Section 4.4.2 to tuples which are in
the current instance. These two sections present conditions which are necessary for a MODIFY to
be autonomously computable; in Section 4.4.3 we show that those same conditions are, collectively,
also sucient. Intuitively, the procedure required to decide whether a MODIFY is autonomously
computable consists of the following steps:
A. Prove that every tuple selected for modi cation which does not satisfy C before modi cation,
will not satisfy C after modi cation. This means that no new tuples will be inserted into the
derived relation.
B. Prove that we can correctly select which tuples in the derived relation are to be modi ed. Call
this the modify set (to be formally de ned in De nition 4.6).
C. Prove that we can correctly select which tuples in the modify set will not satisfy C after modication and hence can be deleted from the derived relation.
D. Prove that, for every tuple in the modify set which will not be deleted, we can (autonomously)
compute the new values for all attributes in A.
The subsequent discussion is easier to follow if the reader keeps these steps in mind.

4.4.1 Tuples Outside the Derived Relation
In this section we investigate the possible outcomes for a tuple which is not in the current instance
of a given derived relation. Let the derived relation of interest be de ned by E = (A; R; C ) and
the update by U = MODIFY(Ru ; CM ; FM ). We consider the possible outcomes of evaluating the
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conditions CM ^ CB (FM ) and C (FM ) for a tuple t, de ned over set (R). The outcomes are given
in Table 1; for completeness we include C [t] even though it is never satis ed. Recall the assumption
that a tuple must satisfy both CM and CB (FM ) in order to be modi ed. Let us consider each line

C [t] CM [t] ^ CB (FM )[t] C (FM )[t] Comments

false
false
false
false

false
false
true
true

false
true
false
true

No change
No change
No change
Insert t

Table 1: Possible results for tuples not in v (E; d).
of the table. If CM [t] ^ CB (FM )[t] is false then, t is not modi ed and obviously cannot cause any
change in the instance of E . Note that, in this case, the value of C (FM ) is immaterial. This explains
the rst and second lines. If CM [t] ^ CB (FM )[t] is true then, since C [t] is false, whether t requires
a change in the instance of E depends on whether C (FM )[t] is satis ed. That is, on whether t
satis es C after it is modi ed. Intuitively, if a new tuple should enter v (E; d) we may not be able
to determine the appropriate values for that tuple from v (E; d). That is, we may need to obtain
values from elsewhere in the database. Hence, to guarantee that U is autonomously computable we
must guarantee that no tuples will be inserted into v (E; d). This is the intention of the following
property and subsequent theorem.
Property 2 Given the update operation MODIFY(Ru; CM ; FM ) and the derived relation de ned
by E = (A; R; C ), Ru 2 R, the following implication is valid,
8 (:C ^ CM ^ CB (FM ) ) :C (FM )):
Example 4.4 Suppose a database consists of the relation scheme R(H; I ) where H and I each
have the domain [0, 50]. Let the derived relation and modify operation be de ned as:
E = (fH; I g; fRg; (H = 20)(I < 10))
MODIFY(R; (I < 30); f(H := H ); (I := I + 1)g):
The condition stated in Property 2 is then
8 H; I
(:((H = 20)(I < 10))) ^ (I < 30) ^ (H  0)(H  50)(I + 1  0)(I + 1  50)
) :((H = 20)(I + 1 < 10))
which can be written as
8 H; I
((H 6= 20) _ (I  10)) ^ (I < 30) ^ (H  0)(H  50)(I  ?1)(I  49)
) ((H 6= 20) _ (I  9)):
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The rst two atomic conditions in the antecedent are sucient to guarantee that the consequent
will evaluate to true. Hence, the property is satis ed for this update and derived relation and we
are guaranteed that a tuple outside E will not enter E due to this update. To see why, consider the
condition (H = 20)(I < 10) used to select tuples for the derived relation. A tuple which does not
satisfy H = 20 before U is applied will still not satisfy it after, since the value of H is not modi ed
by U . Similarly, since U increases the value of I , a tuple which does not satisfy I < 10 originally
will not satisfy it after modi cation.
2

Theorem 4.3 If the operation MODIFY(Ru; CM ; FM ) is autonomously computable with respect to
the derived relation de ned by E = (A; R; C ), where E and the update operation satisfy Property 1,
then Property 2 must be satis ed.
Proof: Assume that Property 2 is not valid. Therefore, there exists a tuple s over (R) such that
:C [s] ^ CM [s] ^ CB (FM )[s] ^ C (FM )[s] is true. By projection we can create a database instance, d ,
1

from tuple s. Thus, initially each relation instance contains a single tuple and since :C [s] is true we
know that v (E; d1) is empty. Applying the modify operation to d1 then gives an instance d1 where
the tuple in relation ru has been modi ed, since CM [s] ^ CB (FM )[s] is true. However, v (E; d1) will
contain one tuple since C (FM )[s] is true. We construct a second database instance d2 from d1 where
all relation instances are the same, except instance ru which is empty. Now, v (E; d2) is empty and
v(E; d2) is empty. Hence, by Lemma 4.1 the MODIFY cannot be autonomously computable. 2
0

0

0

4.4.2 Tuples Inside the Derived Relation
In this section we investigate the possible outcomes, under a MODIFY operation, for a tuple which
is in the current instance of a given derived relation. We again consider the possible outcomes of
evaluating the conditions CM ^CB (FM ) and C (FM ) for tuple t, de ned over (R); for completeness
we include C [t] in Table 2. Again we consider each line of the table. If CM [t] ^ CB (FM )[t] is false

C [t] CM [t] ^ CB (FM )[t] C (FM )[t] Comments

true
true
true
true

false
false
true
true

false
true
false
true

No change
No change
Delete t
Modify t

Table 2: Possible results for tuples in v (E; d).
then t is not modi ed and obviously cannot cause any change in the instance of E . This situation
is depicted by the rst two lines of the table. Note that, in this case, the value of C (FM ) is
immaterial. Since t is already visible in v (E; d) we need to be able to identify it as a tuple which
will be una ected by the update. Hence, it appears that we only need to distinguish, within v (E; d),
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those tuples which are characterized by line one or two, and those characterized by line three or
four. That is, it seems we need to evaluate CM ^ CB (FM ) for each tuple in v (E; d). This requires
that all the attributes in ( (C ) [ (CM ) [ (CB (FM ))) ? A+ be computationally nonessential in
CM ^ CB (FM ) with respect to C . However, as the following example illustrates, this is a slightly
stronger condition than is necessary.

Example 4.5 Suppose a database consists of the relation scheme R(H; I; J ) where H , I , and J

each have the domain [0, 50]. Let the derived relation and modify operation be de ned as:
E = (fH g; fRg; ((H = I )(H < 30)(J < 20)) _ (H > 40))
MODIFY(R; (I < 40); f(H := H ); (I := I ); (J := J + 5)g):
Therefore, the set ( (C ) [ (CM ) [ (CB (FM ))) ? A+ is fI; J g. The test to determine if fI; J g is
computationally nonessential in CM ^ CB (FM ) with respect to C is:

8 H; I; J; I ; J
[(((H = I )(H < 30)(J < 20)) _ (H > 40)) ^ (((H = I )(H < 30)(J < 20)) _ (H > 40))]
) [((I < 40) ^ (H  0)(H  50)(I  0)(I  50)(J + 5  0)(J + 5  50))
, ((I < 40) ^ (H  0)(H  50)(I  0)(I  50)(J + 5  0)(J + 5  50))]:
The assignment H = 45; I = 39; I = 41, and J = J = 0 satis es the antecedent but not the
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

consequent of this implication. Therefore, the implications in not valid and we conclude that
fI; J g is computationally essential in CM ^ CB (FM ) with respect to C .
Consider a particular tuple s over (R) where s[H ] = t for some t in E . Since H 2 A then we
know the value of s[H ]. If s[H ] < 30 then we know that s[I ] = s[H ] and s[J ] < 20 and therefore we
can evaluate CM ^ CB (FM ) for tuple s and hence for t. The reason I is computationally essential
in CM is because for s[H ] > 40 we do not know the value of s[I ] and hence cannot evaluate
CM . However, consider what would happen even if s were modi ed, say to s . The value of J
would change, that is s[J ] 6= s [J ], but this value is neither visible in E nor used in the term
(H > 40). As this term would still be satis ed then s would remain in the new instance of E and
s[H ] = s [H ] = t. In other words, for tuples which satisfy (H > 40), it does not matter whether
or not they are modi ed; in either case they will remain in the instance with no visible changes.
Hence, the fact that we cannot evaluate CM for these tuples does not impair our ability to determine
the new instance from the current one.
2
0

0

0

0

In terms of Table 2 the tuples which create this situation are some of those characterized by the
fourth line. Simply because t is chosen for modi cation does not mean it will be visibly changed.
In other words, if we can prove that even if t is modi ed it will remain in v (E; d ) with all the same
attribute values as it had in v (E; d) then it does not matter whether CM [t] ^ CB (FM )[t] is satis ed.
Hence, we only need to evaluate CM ^ CB (FM ) for those tuples which may be visibly modi ed.
Property 3 and the theorem which follows it are intended to provide a procedure which will enable
us to do this.
0
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Property 3 Given the update operation MODIFY(Ru; CM ; FM ) and the derived relation de ned
by E = (A; R; C ), Ru 2 R, the following condition holds
8 t ;t
1

^

2

[((C [t1] ^ CM [t1 ] ^ CB (FM )[t1 ]) ) (C (FM )[t1] ^ (

(Ai = (fAi ))[t1])))

Ai ( (Ru) A)
_((C [t1] ^ C [t2]) ) ((CM [t1] ^ CB (FM )[t1]) , (CM [t2] ^ CB (FM )[t2])))]:
2

\

for t1 ; t2 over (R) and t1 [A+ ] = t2 [A+].

Theorem 4.4 If the operation MODIFY(Ru; CM ; FM ) is autonomously computable with respect to
the derived relation de ned by E = (A; R; C ), where E and the update operation satisfy Property 1,
then Property 3 must be satis ed.

Proof: Assume that neither term of the condition in Property 3 is satis ed. This means that

for some tuple s1 we cannot guarantee that if s1 is in E and is modi ed then it will have no
visible changes nor can we guarantee that s1 [A+] will contain all the attribute values required
to evaluate CM ^ CB (FM ). Hence, there exist two tuples s1 and s2 over the attributes in (R)
such
that they both satisfy C , s1 satis es CM ^ CB (FM ) but s2 does not, s1 satis es :C (FM ) or
V
:[ Ai ( (Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi ))], and s1 and s2 agree on all attributes in A+. By projection we can
create two database instances d1 and d2 , from s1 and s2 respectively, where each relation contains
a single tuple. Both instances will give the same instance of the derived relation, consisting of the
single tuple s1 [A] = s2 [A]. In d1 the tuple in the derived relation will be modi ed. Hence, the
tuple s1 [A] will either be deleted orV a change will be made to some visible attribute; depending on
whether s1 satis es :C (FM ) or :[ Ai ( (Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi ))]. In either case v (E; d1) 6= v (E; d1).
On the other hand, in the instance obtained from s2 the tuple in the derived relation will not be
modi ed; so v (E; d2) = v (E; d2). Therefore, by Lemma 4.1, U is not autonomously computable. 2
Returning to Table 2, the previous property and theorem give us a necessary condition for
determining which tuples in v (E; d) are placed in the modify set and which are not. That is, for
distinguishing tuples which will not be visibly changed, and hence remain in v (E; d ), from those
that should be placed in the modify set. The next property and theorem give a necessary condition
for distinguishing between those tuples in the modify set which satisfy line three and those which
satisfy line four. That is, we need to determine which tuples will not still satisfy the selection
condition of the derived relation after modi cation and should be deleted.
2

\

0

2

\

0

0

Property 4 Given the update operation MODIFY(Ru; CM ; FM ) and the derived relation de ned
by E = (A; R; C ), Ru 2 R, the attributes in the set [ (C ) [ (CM ) [ (CB (FM ))] ? A are
computationally
nonessential in C (FM ) with respect to the condition C^CM ^CB (FM ) ^ (:(C (FM ) ^
V
2

(

Ai

2

2(

+

Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi ))))).

(

\

We do not need to include the attributes in (C (FM )) in the set as they are all contained in (C ) [ (CB (FM )).
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Before we state the corresponding theorem we give a lemma that will simplify the proof of the
theorem.

Lemma 4.2 Consider an update operation MODIFY(Ru; CM ; FM ) and a derived relation de ned
by E = (A; R; C ) where Ru 2 R. Given two tuples, t and t , over (C ) [ (CM ) [ (CB (FM )) then
1

2

there are only four assignments of truth values to the expressions in
^
(:(C (FM )[t1 ] ^ (
(Ai = (fAi ))[t1])))
Ai ( (Ru) A)
^
^ (:(C (FM )[t2] ^ (
(Ai = (fAi ))[t2])))
Ai ( (Ru) A)
^ (:(C (FM )[t1] , C (FM )[t2]))
(2)
which will make this statement evaluate to true.
Proof: There are four component expressions in Expression 2, each representing a column of
Table 3. Since each may take a truth value from the set ftrue, falseg this yields sixteen possible
assignments. Since (:(C (FM )[t1] , C (FM )[t2])) must be true then the values given to C (FM )[t1 ]
and C (FM )[t2] must be di erent. This eliminates
eight of the sixteen assignments. Also, both
V
factors of the conjunction in (:(C (FM )[t1] ^ ( Ai ( (Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi ))[t1]))) cannot be true
if this condition is to be satis ed; this V
eliminates two more of the remaining eight assignments.
Similarly, the condition (:(C (FM )[t2] ^ ( Ai ( (Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi ))[t2]))) eliminates a further two
assignments. Hence, the only assignments that will satisfy Expression 2 are the four given in
Table 3.
2
2

\

2

\

2

2

C (FM )[t ] (VAi
true
true
false
false

1

2(

Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi )))[t1]

(

\

false
false
false
true

\

\

C (FM )[t ] (VAi
false
false
true
true

2

2(

Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi )))[t2]

(

\

false
true
false
false

Table 3: Assignments which satisfy Expression 2

Theorem 4.5 If the operation MODIFY(Ru; CM ; FM ) is autonomously computable with respect to
the derived relation de ned by E = (A; R; C ), where E and the update operation satisfy Properties 1
and 3, then Property 4 must be satis ed.

Proof: Assume that the update is autonomously computable, that Property 3 is satis ed but
that Property 4 is not. This means that [ (C ) [ (CM ) [ (CB (FM ))] ? A+ contains an attribute
x that is computationally
essential in C (FM ) with respect to the condition C ^ CM ^ CB (FM ) ^
V
[:(C (FM ) ^ ( Ai ( (Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi ))))]. We construct two tuples t1 and t2 over the attributes
2

\
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in A+ [ (C ) [ (CM ) [ (CB (FM )). This is done in such a way that t1 [x] 6= t2 [x] but they agree on
the values of all other
attributes. We require both t1 and t2 to satisfy the conditions C ; CM ; CB (FM ),
V
and [:(C (FM ) ^ ( Ai ( (Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi ))))]. Since we wish x to be computationally essential
we would also like (:(C (FM )[t1] , C (FM )[t2 ])) to be satis ed. Therefore, by Lemma 4.2 there
are four possible assignments to consider. Due to the symmetry of the truth values in these four
assignments (see Table 3) we
can, without loss of generality, require that t1 satisfy C (FM ), and t2
V
not satisfy C (FM ). Thus ( Ai ( (Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi )))[t2] may be either true or false; it will not
a ect the rest of the proof. The fact that x is computationally
essential in C (FM ) with respect to
the condition C ^ CM ^ CB (FM ) ^ (:(C (FM ) ^ (VAi ( (Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi ))))) guarantees that such
values exist. We can now extend t1 and t2 to obtain two di erent database instances where each
relation contains only one tuple. In both cases the derived relation contains the same tuple and
the tuple is selected for modi cation. In one case (for the instance obtained from t2 ) the single
tuple in the derived relation will be deleted after the modi cation, while in the other case it will
not. Hence, by Lemma 4.1, the update U is not autonomously computable.
2
The only tuples still of interest are those that satisfy the conditions characterized by line four
of Table 2 and are in the modify set. These tuples are visibly modi ed and remain in the updated
instance so we need to be able to determine the updated values of all visible attributes. The next
property and theorem establish the necessary conditions under which the modi ed values for the
attributes in A can be correctly computed. But, before we state them we need a new de nition
which extends the concept of uniquely determined to apply to functions.
2

\

2

\

2

\

De nition 4.5 Consider a set of variables fx ; : : :; xj ; xj ; : : :; xk g. Let C be a Boolean expression
1

+1

over some of the variables in this set, that is, (C )  fx1; : : :; xk g. As well, let f represent a function
over variables in the set fx1; : : :; xk g. The value of the function f is said to be uniquely determined
by condition C and the set of variables fx1; : : :; xj g if
8 x1; : : :; xj ; xj+1; : : :; xk ; xj+1; : : :; xk
[C (x1; : : :; xj ; xj +1 ; : : :; xk ) ^ C (x1; : : :; xj ; xj +1 ; : : :; xk )
) (f (x1; : : :; xj ; xj+1; : : :; xk ) = f (x1; : : :; xj ; xj+1; : : :; xk ))]:
2
0

0

0

0

0

0

Example 4.6 Let C  (H = 5)(I = 10 ? J ) and f (I; J ) = (I + J ). For any values of I and J

that satisfy C we are guaranteed that the value of I + J , and hence f , is 10. In other words the
condition of De nition 4.5 becomes
8 H; I; J; I ; J
[(H = 5)(I = 10 ? J ) ^ (H = 5)(I = 10 ? J )
) ((I + J ) = (I + J ))]:
As this is a valid implication we conclude that f is uniquely determined by C . Note, that we can
state this in spite of the fact that we do not know the value of either I or J .
2
0

0

0

0

0

0
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Property 5 Given the update operation MODIFY(Ru; CM ; FM ) and the derived relation de ned
by E = (A; R; C ), Ru 2 R, the value
of the function (fAi ) is uniquely determined by the condition
V
C ^ CM ^ CB (FM ) ^ C (FM ) ^ (:( Ai Ru A (Ai = (fAi )))) and the attributes in A , for each
Ai 2 ( (Ru ) \ A).
Theorem 4.6 If the operation MODIFY(Ru; CM ; FM ) is autonomously computable with respect to
the derived relation de ned by E = (A; R; C ), where E and the update operation satisfy Properties 1,
2(

(

)\

+

)

3, and 4, then Property 5 must be satis ed.

Proof: Assume that U is autonomously computable, that A \ (Ru) contains a single attribute

Aj with a non-trivial fAVj , and that (fAj ) is not uniquely determined by the condition C ^ CM ^
CB (FM ) ^ C (FM ) ^ (:( Ai ( (Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi )))) and the attributes in A+. We can then
construct two tuples t1 and t2 over
the attributes in (Ru ) [ (C ) such that t1 and t2 both satisfy
V
C ; CM ; CB(FM ); C (FM ), and (:( Ai ( (Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi )))). We also require that t1 and t2 agree
on the values of all attributes in A; but have some values that make ((fAj ))[t1] 6= ((fAj ))[t2].
That such a set of values exists is guaranteed by the fact that Property 5 is not satis ed. To nd
such values one can use the set of values returned by an appropriate satis ability algorithm used
to test the validity of the implication in De nition 4.5. Since (fAj ) is not uniquely determined
then the implication is false when tested for this function. Therefore, the set of values returned by
the algorithm will satisfy the antecedent but not the consequent. This is exactly what is required
of the values in the tuples t1 and t2 .
Each of t1 and t2 can now be extended into an instance of D, where each relation contains
a single tuple. Both instances will give the same instance of the derived relation, consisting of a
single tuple t1 [A] = t2 [VA]. In both instances the tuple in the derived relation will be modi ed; as
both tuples satisfy (:( Ai ( (Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi )))) the modi cations will be visible in both cases.
However, the value of the modi ed attribute, Aj , will be di erent depending on whether we use t1
or t2 . Hence, by Lemma 4.1, U is not autonomously computable.
2
2

\

2

2

\

\

4.4.3 Updating the Instance
In the previous two sections we gave a number of necessary conditions for an update to be autonomously computable. We will now prove that taken together those conditions are sucient to
guarantee that the update is autonomously computable. However, we rst present some notation
and then a lemma that will aid in the part of the proof of suciency which deals with Property 3.
Recall that the rst part of the condition in Property 3 is of the form
^
(C ^ CM ^ CB (FM )) ) (C (FM ) ^ (
(Ai = (fAi )))):
Ai ( (Ru) A)
Let Cms represent the negation of this expression, that is,
^
Cms  C ^ CM ^ CB (FM ) ^ (:(C (FM ) ^ (
(Ai = (fAi ))))):
Ai ( (Ru) A)
2

\

2

\
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We will use the condition Cms to determine whether a tuple should be placed in the modify set.
First, we give a formal de nition of the modify set then we state and prove a lemma which justi es
our use of condition Cms .
De nition 4.6 Let d be an instance of the database D, U = MODIFY(Ru; CM ; FM ) be an update
operation, and E = (A; R; C ) be a derived relation de nition. Those tuples, t, in v (E; d) for which
Cms [t] is satis able form the modify set.
2

Lemma 4.3 Consider a modify operation U = MODIFY(Ru; CM ; FM ), and a derived relation
E = (A; R; C ) where U and E satisfy Properties 1 and 3. Let t be a tuple in the current instance
of E . Tuple t is guaranteed to be una ected by update U if and only if Cms [t] is unsatis able.
Proof: Note that, in order for a tuple to be una ected by a MODIFY operation it must be neither

deleted nor visibly changed by the operation.
(Suciency) Assume that Cms [t] is unsatis able. Hence, for every tuple s over (R) such
that s[A] = t we have Cms [s] = false. This means that at least one of the conjuncts is false
when evaluated on s. If C [s] is false then t is not in the current instance of E , a contradiction.
IfVCM [s] ^ CB (FM )[s] is false then t is not chosen for modi cation.
Finally, if (:(C (FM )[s] ^
V
( Ai ( (Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi ))[s]))) is false then both C (FM )[s] and ( Ai ( (Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi ))[s])
must be true. In this case, t is guaranteed to be in the new instance of E and also to not have any
visible modi cations. Therefore, in each of these three possibilities we conclude that t should be
placed in the new instance of E without any modi cations.
(Necessity) Assume that t is not deleted or visibly modi ed but that Cms [t] is satis able. For
this to be the case each of the expressions used to form Cms must be satis able. Hence, there
exists a tuple s over (R) such that s[A] = t and s satis es each expression in Cms . Since C [s] ^
CM [s] ^ CB (FM )[s] is satis ed then Vt is in the current instance of E and is chosen for modi cation.
In addition, sinceV (:(C (FM )[s] ^ ( Ai ( (Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi ))[s]))) is satis ed then at least one
of C (FM )[s] or ( Ai ( (Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi ))[s]) is false. Hence, either t will be deleted from the
instance after it is modi ed or it will appear in the new instance but with visible modi cations. In
either case we reach a contradiction. Hence, it is necessary that Cms [t] be unsatis able.
2
Theorem 4.7 Consider a modify operation U = MODIFY(Ru; CM ; FM ) and a derived relation
E = (A; R; C ) where U and E satisfy Property 1. If Properties 2, 3, 4, and 5 are satis ed then the
e ect of U is autonomously computable on E .
Proof: We prove the suciency of Properties 2, 3, 4, and 5 by demonstrating how v(E; d ) can be
determined from U and v (E; d).
Assume that Property 2 is satis ed. Consider a tuple t in the Cartesian product of the relations
in the base R, and assume that t is selected for modi cation. Let t denote the corresponding tuple
after modi cation. Assume that t does not satisfy C and hence will not have created any tuple in
the derived relation. Because Property 2 is satis ed for every tuple, it must also hold for t and
hence t cannot satisfy C . Consequently, modifying t to t does not cause any new tuple to appear in
2

\

2

2

2

\

\

\

0

0

0

0
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the derived relation. Therefore, the only tuples in v (E; d ) are those whose unmodi ed versions are
in v (E; d). In other words, we are assured that v (E; d) contains all the tuples needed to compute
v(E; d ).
Now consider Property 3. If t is a tuple in v (E; d) then, by Lemma 4.3, testing Cms [t] will
determine whether t should be placed in the modify set. Since this is true for each t in v (E; d), we
can decide, for each tuple whether it is in the modify set.
For Property 4, if every attribute x 2 [ (C ) [ (CM ) [ (CB (FMV))] ? A+ is computationally
nonessential in C (FM ) with respect to C^CM ^CB (FM ) ^ (:(C (FM ) ^ ( Ai ( (Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi )))))
we can correctly evaluate the condition C (FM ) on every tuple of the modify set by assigning
surrogate values to the attributes in (C (FM )) ? A+ . This means that, for those tuples in the
modify set we can determine which tuples will remain in the new instance of v (E; d) and which
must be deleted.
Finally, assume that Property 5 is satis ed. Hence, for each t, in v (E; d) which is visibly modi ed
and will remain in the new instance, and for each Ai 2 A \ (Ru ), the Vvalue of the expression (fAi )
is uniquely determined by the condition C^CM ^CB (FM ) ^C (FM ) ^ (:( Ai ( (Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi ))))
and the attributes in A+ . As (fAi ) gives the new value for attribute Ai , this means that the given
condition and the visible attributes contain sucient information to determine the updated values of
Ai . We have assumed this for each Ai 2 A \ (Ru ), therefore, the value of every modi ed attribute
in A is autonomously computable. Hence, for every tuple in v (E; d) which is visibly modi ed and
remains in the updated instance we can calculate the new values of all visible attributes.
The entries in Tables 1 and 2 completely characterize all the possible cases for a tuple t. To
distinguish between these cases we have de ned four properties. We have shown that these four
properties are sucient to allow us to compute the updated instance from v (E; d), the de nition
E , and U . The procedure described above de nes the function F ;E . Hence, the MODIFY is
autonomously computable on E .
2
We give an example which proceeds through the four steps associated with Theorems 4.3 through
4.7, at each step testing the appropriate condition.
0

0

2

\

2

\

U

Example 4.7 Suppose a database consists of the two relation schemes R (H; I ) and R (J; K; L)
1

2

where H; I; J; K and L each have the domain [0, 30]. Let the derived relation and modify operation
be de ned as:
E = (fI; J g; fR1; R2g; (H < 15)(I = K )(L = 20))
MODIFY(R2; (K > 5)(K  22); f(J := L + 3); (K := K ); (L := L)g)
and note that Property 1 is satis ed since the value of J , which is visible in E , may be modi ed.
From the de nition of the derived relation we can see that A = fI; J g and A+ = fI; J; K; Lg.
Test of Property 2:
8 H; I; K; L [(:((H < 15)(I = K )(L = 20))) ^ (K > 5)(K  22)
^ (L + 3  0)(L + 3  30)(K  0)(K  30)(L  0)(L  30)
) (:((H < 15)(I = K )(L = 20)))]
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Note that, the consequent :((H < 15)(I = K )(L = 20)) appears as a condition in the antecedent
as well. Therefore, the given implication is valid, and we can conclude that the modify operation
will not introduce new tuples into v (E; d).
Test of Property 3:
8 hH; I; J; K; Li; hH ; I; J; K; Li
[[(H < 15)(I = K )(L = 20) ^ (K > 5)(K  22)
^(L + 3  0)(L + 3  30)(K  0)(K  30)(L  0)(L  30)
) (:((H < 15)(I = K )(L = 20) ^ (J = L + 3)))]
0

_

[(H < 15)(I = K )(L = 20) ^ (H < 15)(I = K )(L = 20)
) ((K > 5)(K  22) ^ (L + 3  0)(L + 3  30)(K  0)(K  30)(L  0)(L  30)
, (K > 5)(K  22) ^ (L + 3  0)(L + 3  30)(K  0)(K  30)(L  0)(L  30))]]
Consider the implication which is after the disjunction; comprising the last three lines. The righthand-side of this implication contains an equivalence. Since the two conditions in the equivalence
are identical, then clearly, the implication is valid. Thus we can correctly select the tuples in the
derived relation that satisfy CM ^ CB (FM ) and will be visibly modi ed.
Test of Property 4:
We are now interested in the set, [ (C ) [ (CM ) [ (CB (FM ))] ? A+ = fH; I; K; Lg? fI; J; K; Lg
= fH g.
8 H; I; J; K; L; H [(H < 15)(I = K )(L = 20) ^ (K > 5)(K  22)
^ (L + 3  0)(L + 3  30)(K  0)(K  30)(L  0)(L  30)
^ (:(((H < 15)(I = K )(L = 20) ^ (J = L + 3)))
^ (H < 15)(I = K )(L = 20) ^ (K > 5)(K  22)
^ (L + 3  0)(L + 3  30)(K  0)(K  30)(L  0)(L  30)
^ (:(((H < 15)(I = K )(L = 20) ^ (J = L + 3)))
) ((H < 15)(I = K )(L = 20) , (H < 15)(I = K )(L = 20))]
The conditions (H < 15) and (H < 15) in the antecedent guarantee that the expressions in the
consequent will be equivalent. Therefore,
H is computationally nonessential in C (FM ) with respect
V
to C ^ CM ^ CB (FM ) ^ (:(C (FM ) ^ ( Ai ( (Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi ))))). Thus, determining the tuples,
in the modify set of the current instance, which satisfy C (FM ) can be computed autonomously.
Test of Property 5:
8 H; I; K; L; H [(H < 15)(I = K )(L = 20) ^ (K > 5)(K  22)
^ (L + 3  0)(L + 3  30)(K  0)(K  30)(L  0)(L  30)
^ (H < 15)(I = K )(L = 20) ^ (:(J = L + 3))
^ (H < 15)(I = K )(L = 20) ^ (K > 5)(K  22)
^ (L + 3  0)(L + 3  30)(K  0)(K  30)(L  0)(L  30)
^ (H < 15)(I = K )(L = 20) ^ (:(J = L + 3))
) ((L + 3) = (L + 3))]
0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

\
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By considering the right-hand-side of this implication we see that it is obviously valid. Hence,
the above condition veri es that
the expression fJ is uniquely determined by the condition C ^
V
CM ^ CB (FM ) ^ C (FM ) ^ (:( Ai ( (Ru) A)(Ai = (fAi )))) and the variables A+. Therefore, the
new attribute values for the visibly modi ed tuples that will remain in v (E; d) are autonomously
computable.
To summarize, let us consider a numeric example for the given database scheme.
2

Before

r1: H
1
2
3
4

After

I r2 :
5
15
22
20

J
19
10
16
18

K
5
15
22
20

\

L v(E; d): I J
20
5 19
29
22 16
20
29

r1: H I r2: J K L v(E; d ): I J
1 5
19 5 20
5 19
2 15
10 15 29
22 23
3 22
23 22 20
4 20
18 20 29
Note that the second and fourth tuples do not get modi ed as they do not satisfy CB (FM ).
Property 2 provides assurance that the tuples in the Cartesian product of r1 and r2 , which do not
satisfy C before modi cation, will not satisfy C after. For example, consider the last tuple in each
of r1 and r2. In the Cartesian product these will form h4; 20; 18; 20; 29i. Although this does satisfy
(I = K ) it does not satisfy (L = 20) and hence will not be in the current instance. Moreover,
even though this tuple is modi ed to become h4; 20; 32; 20; 29i it still does not satisfy (L = 20) and,
hence, remains outside the updated derived relation instance.
Property 3 guarantees that we can determine which tuples in v (E; d) belong in the modify set.
For each tuple in v (E; d) we need to test the satis ability of
^
Cms  C ^ CM ^ CB (FM ) ^ (:(C (FM ) ^ (
(Ai = (fAi ))))):
0

Ai

2(

Ru) A)

(

\

For this example we have

Cms  [(H < 15)(I = K )(L = 20) ^ (K > 5)(K  22)
^ (L + 3  0)(L + 3  30)(K  0)(K  30)(L  0)(L  30)
^ (:((H < 15)(I = K )(L = 20) ^ (J = L + 3)))]:
The rst tuple in v (E; d) gives us hh; 5; 19; k; li to test. Since, Cms [hh; 5; 19; k; li] is not satis able we
conclude that h5; 19i will not be visibly modi ed and can be placed in the new instance. The second
tuple to test from v (E; d) is hh; 22; 16; k; li. Since, Cms [hh; 22; 16; k; li] is satis able we conclude that
h22; 16i belongs in the modify set.
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Property 4 allows us to determine which tuples in the modify set will be deleted since they will
no longer satisfy condition C . The tuple h22; 16i satis es C (FM ) and will remain in the updated
instance3 .
Property 5 ensures that we can compute the new values for the modi ed tuples. Here we need
to compute (L + 3). Since C contains the condition (L = 20) we know that for any tuple in the
modify set (L + 3) = 23. Therefore, h22; 16i should be updated to h22; 23i in the new instance. 2

5 Discussion
Necessary and sucient conditions for detecting when an update operation is irrelevant to a derived
relation (or view, or integrity constraint) have not previously been available for any nontrivial
class of updates and derived relations. The concept of autonomously computable updates is new.
Limiting the class of derived relations to those de ned by PSJ-expressions does not seem to be a
severe restriction, at least not as it applies to structuring the stored database in a relational system.
The update operations considered are fairly general. In particular, this seems to be one of a few
papers on update processing where modify operations are considered explicitly and separately from
insert and delete operations. Previously, modi cations have commonly been treated as a sequence
of deletions followed by insertion of the modi ed tuples.
Testing the conditions given in the theorems above does not require retrieval of any data from
the database. According to our de nitions, if an update is irrelevant or autonomously computable,
then it is so for every instance of the base relations. The fact that an update is not irrelevant does
not necessarily mean that it a ects the derived relation. Determining whether it does, requires
checking the current instance. The same applies for autonomously computable updates.
It should be emphasized that the theorems hold for any class of Boolean expressions. However,
actual testing of the conditions requires an algorithm for proving the satis ability of Boolean
expressions. Currently, ecient algorithms exist only for a restricted class of expressions, the
restriction being on the atomic conditions allowed. As mentioned above, we have built a prototype
system, which uses the algorithm given in the Appendix, to test the conditions for irrelevant and
autonomously computable updates. The results obtained from experiments using the prototype are
encouraging. It appears that, in practice, the tests for irrelevant and autonomously computable
updates can be computed very eciently. Interested readers are referred to [6] for more details on
implementation issues and experimental results.
An important open problem is to nd ecient algorithms for more general types of atomic
conditions. The core of such an algorithm is a procedure for testing whether a set of inequalities/equalities can all be simultaneously satis ed. The complexity of such a procedure depends on
the type of expressions (functions) allowed and the domains of the variables. If linear functions
with variables ranging over the real numbers (integers) are allowed, the problem is equivalent to
Since the attributes in C have trivial update functions C (FM )  C . Hence, no tuple will be deleted from the
derived relation.
3
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nding a feasible solution to a linear programming (integer programming) problem.
We have not imposed any restrictions on valid instances of base relations, for example, functional
dependencies or inclusion dependencies. Any combination of attribute values drawn from their
respective domains represents a valid tuple. Any set of valid tuples is a valid instance of a base
relation. If relation instances are further restricted, then the given conditions are still sucient,
but they may not be necessary. Current work is aimed at extending the theory to incorporate
knowledge about keys, functional dependencies, and referential integrity.

Appendix: Satis ability Algorithm
The theorems presented in this paper require that statements be proven at run-time, that is, when
updates are issued. What is required is that certain types of Boolean expressions be tested for
unsatis ability or that implications involving Boolean expressions be proven valid. The latter
problem can be translated into one of showing that a Boolean expression is unsatis able. Hence,
in either case we can proceed by testing satis ability.
Rosenkrantz and Hunt [18] gave an algorithm for testing the satis ability of conjunctive Boolean
expressions where the atomic conditions come from a restricted class. Their algorithm is based on
Floyd's all-pairs-shortest-path algorithm [11] and therefore has an O(n3 ) worst case complexity,
where n is the number of distinct variables in the expression. The algorithm presented here is a
modi cation of that given by Rosenkrantz and Hunt; there are three main di erences. First, we
assume that each variable has a nite domain whereas Rosenkrantz and Hunt allow in nite domains.
Second, if the expression is satis able our algorithm not only veri es the satis ability but also
produces an assignment of values to the variables which satis es the expression. Third, although
the worst case complexity of our algorithm remains O(n3 ), for a large sub-class of expressions the
runtime is reduced to O(n2).
The algorithm given here tests the satis ability of a restricted class of Boolean expressions.
Each variable is assumed to take its values from a nite, ordered set. Since there is an obvious
mapping from such sets to the set of integers, we always assume that the domain consists of a
nite interval of the integers. It is assumed that each Boolean expression, B , over the variables
x1; x2; : : :xn, is in conjunctive form, i.e. B = B1 ^ B2 ^ : : : ^ Bm, and that each atomic condition,
Bi, is of the form (xi  xj + c) or (xi  c) where  2 f=; <; ; >; g and c is an integer constant.
We will outline the algorithm and discuss each step in more detail.
(Step 1) We rst must normalize B so that the resulting expression, N = N1 ^ N2 ^ : : : ^ NmN ,
only has atomic conditions of the form (xi  xj + c). Conditions of the form (xi  c) are handled
by modifying the domain bounds for the variable xi . If any such modi cation results in U [i] < L[i];
for any 1  i  n; then B is unsatis able.
(Step 2) We build a weighted, directed graph G = (V; E ) representing N . Without loss of
generality we assume that N is de ned over the variables x1; : : :; xnN where nN  n. Each variable
in N is represented by a node in G. For the atomic condition (xi  xj + c) we construct an arc from
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Algorithm Satis able

Input: A conjunctive Boolean expression B over the variables x ; : : :; xn. The variables' domain
1

bounds are given by vectors L and U with L[i]  xi  U [i]; 1  i  n.

Output: If B is satis able then the value true is returned and the assignment xi := U [i] will satisfy
B, otherwise false is returned.

Begin
1. Normalize B to obtain N . Check the resulting domain bounds; if U [i] < L[i] for some xi then
return false.
2. Initialize A (the adjacency matrix of the directed graph representing N ).
3. Reduce A, that is, remove (recursively) rows representing nodes of in-degree zero.
4. Test the trial values against the lower bounds. If U [i] < L[i] for some xi then return false.
5. Test the trial values in N . If they satisfy N return true.
6. Execute Floyd's Algorithm on A, after each iteration of the outer loop perform the following:
(a) If A contains a negative cycle then return false.
(b) Calculate the new trial values.
(c) Test the trial values against the lower bounds. If U [i] < L[i] for some xi then return
false.
(d) Test the trial values in N . If they satisfy N return true.
End
node \xj " to node \xi " having weight c. Hence, jV j = nN and jE j = mN . The graph is represented
by an nN  nN array A where, initially, A(i; j ) = c if and only if N contains an expression of the
form (xi  xj + c). If two nodes do not have an arc between them the corresponding array entry
is labeled with 1 (i.e. an arbitrarily large positive value). If there is more than one arc between a
pair of nodes, then use the one with lowest weight.
(Step 3) The graph, G, can be reduced in size by removing nodes of in-degree zero. The
justi cation for doing this is that if xj is such a node then N does not have any conditions of the
form (xj  xi + c). Hence, the upper limit value of xj is not constrainted by the value assigned to
any other variable. Therefore, we allow xj to be assigned its (possibly modi ed) upper bound U [j ].
Also, for each node xi in G, such that there is an arc of weight c from xj to xi , we replace the upper
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bound on xi with minfU [i]; U [j ] + cg. We can then remove node xj and its incident arcs from G.
This process may be repeated until no nodes of in-degree zero remain in G. If G is acyclic (i.e.
if B does not contain a cyclic chain of atomic conditions involving mutually dependent variables)
then this process will terminate when there are no edges left in G. The resulting trial assignment
of values either proves or disproves that B is satis able (Steps 4 and 5). As the reduction process
requires examining each element of matrix A at most once, the entire Satis able algorithm performs
O(n2N ) operations in this case.
(Step 6) If G is not acyclic then A is used as the input to a modi ed version of Floyd's algorithm [11] to determine either that N is unsatis able or to produce an assignment which satis es
N . The idea is that we give each remaining variable, xi , an initial trial value equal to its (possibly
modi ed) upper bound U [i]. At each iteration we adjust the values (downward) to re ect the
current values in A and the previous set of trial values. The iterations continue until we nd an
assignment to the variables which satis es N or until we determine that N is unsatis able. This
takes at most nN iterations.
To be more speci c, given a graph with nodes x1 ; : : :; xnN , the kth step of Floyd's algorithm
produces the least weight path between each pair of nodes, with intermediate nodes from the
set fx1 ; x2; : : :; xk g. In terms of the Boolean expression this corresponds to forming, from the
conditions in N , the most restrictive condition between each pair of variables. The only conditions
of N which may be used at the kth step are those involving the variables x1 ; : : :; xk . The new trial
value, U [i], for xi is found by taking minfU [j ] + A[i; j ]g for 1  j  nN . There are three possible
situations that indicate that the algorithm should terminate. We test each of these conditions after
each iteration:
1. Is there a negative weight cycle? In this case N is unsatis able.
2. Does the current trial assignment violate any variable's lower bound? Again, N is unsatis able.
3. Does the current trial assignment satisfy the lower bound for each variable and satisfy N ? In
this case N is satis able.
Since the longest cycle can contain at most nN arcs we conclude that this is the maximum number
of iterations required; hence the O(n3N ) complexity. If after nN iterations we have not found a
negative weight cycle or violated any bound then the current trial assignment must satisfy N .
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